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There were: 20 possible respondents.
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   0% (0)0% (0)100% (10)1.11.01.00150%10Course used technology8

   N/ANoYes        

0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)20% (2)80% (8)4.24.03.90.44.850%10
Content helped meet learning expectations set by
instructor
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0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)30% (3)70% (7)4.24.14.00.54.750%10Methods of student work fair/appropriate6

0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)20% (2)80% (8)4.14.03.90.44.850%10Course work load reasonable/appropriate5

0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)30% (3)70% (7)4.24.24.30.54.750%10Course intellectually challenging/stimulating4

0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)30% (3)70% (7)4.24.04.00.54.750%10Course was well organized3
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 80% (8)20% (2)0% (0)0% (0)0% (0)4.13.93.90.44.850%10Overall this course is…2
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(CSE 633LEC) The CCR components could be simplified a bit by maybe compressing or stripping the amount of information provided by default. It tends to be a whole
lot of information, which is only used/required in parts by most students.

(CSE 633LEC) Nothing. Everything looks good

(CSE 633LEC) Thank you for a great course! It is sufficiently challenging and interesting

 Comment on course improvements you would suggest

(CSE 633LEC) The fact that the course focuses on its project as being the sole point of grading instead of having exams helped a lot by providing the freedom to have a
more hands-on experience with the technology rather than just having a theoretical outcome.

(CSE 633LEC) Professor Russ Miller explained his expectations very well and was excellent at leading the classes.

(CSE 633LEC) Presentation skills. Working with parallel implementation. Consistent guidance from the professor

(CSE 633LEC) The flexibility to choose on your own tasks, related to the course syllabus. Good progress tracking.

 Comment on the elements of the course you found particularly effective

Text Responses
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